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Representational Change in Sensemaking George W. Furnas University of Michigan School of Information [email protected] partially ordered sets of structures, the set forms a joinsemi-lattice (see Figure 1). Some data that we have on bookmark collection and hierarchical organization in a sensemaking task 1, indicate that most of the representational change is indeed a monotonic downward path in such a lattice: The sensemaker’s representational progress descends the semi-lattice by small steps, as the structure is incrementally refined, without major substantive reorganization. (Further, the data suggest that these movements are associated with specific information seeking events.) There are occasional non-monotonic movements, including backtracking and non-trivial lateral jumps, but the basic fact that people begin with an undifferentiated representation, and through their process of sensemaking end up with a much more structured and refined one, means that their overall path through this space is one of moving downward.



ABSTRACT



Sensemaking has been described by Russell et al (1993) as a process of representational development, wherein people seek increasingly effective representations to support the tasks they face. This position paper discusses two partial models of such representational change, along with the strengths and weakness of each. Author Keywords



Sensemaking, representation shift INTRODUCTION



Russell et al [5] described sensemaking (SM) as a process of evolving representations, in which people try to find more and more effective representations to help them with their task. This process of representational change during sensemaking is complex and is discussed here in terms of two partial models. The first characterizes it in terms of trajectories through a partially ordered space of representations. The second introduces supporting representational structures called proto-representations. The two partial models are presented here briefly along with discussions of their strengths, weakness and synergies.



The class of representations used by the sensemaker provides constraint for the user – dictating, among other things, which operations will be low cost. For example, a choice to represent the structure of a group of objects with tree representations means that successive refinement of hierarchical grouping is easy. By contrast, a choice to use position on a 1-dimensional line means that sliding of those objects along the continuous line would be easy. The corresponding constraints on representations and operations between them shape and focus the user’s activity -presumably in a helpful way if the kinds of representations considered are well suited to the problem. That is what this first partial-model, the representation space poset, tries to capture: the refinement operations are relatively low cost transitions in representation space, the partial ordering reflects transitions that add structure, and the sensemaker’s specific chosen trajectory reflects attempts to add structure appropriate to specific task.



TWO PARTIAL MODELS Trajectories Through Representation Spaces



The first partial model invokes the notion of a space of possible representations within which the sensemaker’s sequence of representations forms a trajectory. We use the idea that the sensemaker starts with a simple undifferentiated representation and, after a series of steps, ends up with a more complicated, elaborated and refined representation. Mathematically, this notion of stepwise refinement suggests a partial-ordered set (poset) of representations, ordered by refinement. An illustrative example is the space of hierarchical tree structures, such as might be used for outlines or for organizing bookmarks or files. In the case of trees, and many other refinement-based



Incidentally, the semi-lattice structure of Figure 1 also captures notions of compatible and incompatible representations, in a way that may be useful for predicting when collaborating sensemakers will need to do serious negotiation should they try to merge representations. Compatibility arises in terms of whether or not meets (greatest lower bounds) exist in the partial order. (See



1



The task, though not this particular analysis, is described in [3].
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Figure 1. Space of Possible Representations as a Partially Ordered Set, Ordered by Increasing Elaboration. The sensemaker’s efforts move them down from an initial undifferentiated representation to increasingly more articulated ones, as shown in the yellow trajectory. In this illustration, the possible representations considered are all unordered rooted trees on four labeled leaves. Here the poset is ordered by one particular refinement operation to form a join-semilattice. Internal nodes can be thought of as attributing features to the leaves grouped beneath them. The sensemaker moves down the semi-lattice by incrementally creating new features and assigning them to more and more leaf objects, refining the representation of the set of leaves. This is connected to the formal definition of the ordering (in the upper right box) by noting that in the process more leaves share lower and lower Least Common Ancestors (LCAs) in their tree. The local backgrounds behind each tree are colored according to the general underlying topology of the tree to make the structure of the space a bit more visible (e.g., medium green for trees with a single triple-cluster, medium blue for those with a double nested cluster). Figure 2.) The semi-lattice may further allow some activity, however, and the combinatorial complexity of characterization of the subset of representations they should these posets means that even these little steps should not be consider in their negotiations, based on the joins of considered trivial. Nonetheless, these poset trajectories are conflicting representations. In this way these posets may not very good at capturing the more insightful and give insight not just into representational change in the revolutionary moves in sensemaking. Such moves occur sensemaking of individuals, but that of small groups. most notably early in the SM process and at times of more serious reorganization. These moves are a problem for a This first partial model is particularly good at capturing the simple “space of representations” approach because the incremental aspect of sensemaking behavior, with its slow radical jumps can be non-local, and the neighborhood accumulation of structure. The model has several structure defined by the poset does not yield much insight. limitations, however. First, it captures a rather boring type (Though neighborhoods in the space may help formalize the of sensemaking activity – a plodding, incremental notion of local vs. non-local jumps.) accumulation of structure. In our observations, it seems to consume an important proportion of sensemaking-related 2
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Figure 2. Reconciliations, Meets and Joins in the Tree Poset of Figure 1. Some pairs of trees, such as might arise from two independent sensemaking efforts, are easily reconciled, while others are not. In the figure, two pairs of trees, highlighted in green, are shown that each have a greatest lower bound, or meet -- a tree that refines the pair a way that is compatible with each. The pair of trees highlighted in orange have no greatest lower bound, and hence no compatible refinement; they fundamentally disagree on whether C belongs with A or with B&D. Reconciliation of such pairs would be difficult, though they do (always) have a least upper bound, or join, which preserves the aspects of structure they do agree on (here, that at least B and D belong together). Any reconciliation efforts of this pair of trees could be limited to structures in the poset below this join. The fact that meets often do not exist reflects the fact that the refinements make non-trivially diverging statements about the world, asserting that it is one way, and not another. A second limitation is that the lattice-trajectory model, as articulated here, so far ignores the notion of “Goodness of Fit” (GoF), i.e., how well a given representational structure fits the world (or user’s tasks within it). At the very least, some “Goodness of Fit” would be required to guide the user’s movement down one path vs. another in the poset, the way a heuristic evaluation function can guide formal problem space search. Conceptually, one could certainly introduce a GoF function over the poset, but defining that function requires further machinery.



Proto-Representations



As a second partial-model, then, we invoke what we call “proto-representations.” Proto-representations capture various aspects of structure of the relevant task world, yet are less constrained than the final “proper-representations” (like the trees in the first partial-model) that the sensemaker is ultimately seeking. For example, consider the relationship between a proximity matrix on the one hand and a structural proximity model such as a hierarchical clustering (tree) or multidimensional scaling (MDS) on the other. By the terminology here, the proximity matrix is a proto-representation for a set of objects, and the tree or 3
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MDS is the proper-representation. The proto-representation, i.e., the proximity matrix, is itself non-trivial, in that the sensemaker must slowly compute/extract it from studying objects in the domain during the early parts of the SM process.



Sharma is currently planning to examine this claim empirically in his dissertation work). Proto-representation also elucidates the Russell et al concept of representational residue, i.e., stuff that does not fit the current (proper-)representation. The idea here is that, to be brought into the representation search process, the residue itself has to be “represented” somehow. This would be one of the roles of proto-representations: Representational shift is undertaken to improve fit of the proper representation to the proto-representations.



Being less constrained, the proto-representations are both easier to fit to the world and less helpful. In the proximity example, the matrix proto-representation is much less constrained (having n(n+1)/2 parameters) than the highly structured proper-representation (e.g., having ~n parameters in a hierarchical clustering, ~2n in a 2-dim MDS). On the other hand, the proper representation is more predictive. For example, a clustering will let you say: if A and B share membership in some cluster, and B and C share membership in that cluster, then A and C share membership in the cluster. Thus the proto-representations are closer to the data that the sensemaker extracts from the world, while the proper-representations are closer to the predictive capability needed to do the sensemaker’s motivating task. To be correctly predictive, however, the properrepresentations must be as compatible as possible with what the proto-representation has captured about the world.



Proto-representations may also play a special role when users make larger jumps in representation space. Consider how good fit is achieved between the proto-representations and the proper-representation. In our first partial-model, of trajectories through the representation poset, there was an implicit assumption that the sensemaker always has a proper representation (e.g., a tree) at any given moment, and that the tree is incrementally adjusted to obtain a better fit. In that poset-trajectory model, proto-representations would predominantly just inform the GoF. While there are statistical techniques for fitting trees to proximity data that can be viewed as working like this (e.g., agglomerative or divisive clustering), there are other techniques that do not. These other fitting techniques can give the protorepresentations more active computational roles.



Compatibility with the proto-representations can thus provide the basis for the goodness-of-fit function over the poset of proper representations. In the proximity data example, compatibility could be quantified by a statistical goodness-of-fit measure, like STRESS or Variance Accounted For, based on comparing distances in the proximity model with similarities in the data matrix. In this second partial-model, closing the compatibility gap is probably where the hardest computational work of SM is done, both in terms of operations performed and data accesses made. In the proximity analysis analog, the computational complexity can be NP-complete for perfect optimization in some combinatorial representations, and O(n^3) for approximate techniques.



For example, one of the ways to fit tree structures to proximity data is via a penalty function approach (e.g., [1], [2]). The constraints of tree-structured-ness are slowly asserted on the proto-representation. Specifically, the constraints are captured with inequalities concerning the proto-representation (e.g., the ultrametric inequality over triples of distances, in the case of hierarchical trees). Violations of these inequalities in the distance matrix are penalized in the optimization process, and the offending entries in the matrix are gently adjusted in a direction that reduces the violations. The size of the penalty for not being tree-like is gradually increased, relative to the cost of staying true to the observed data, ultimately resulting in a revised version of the original data that is simultaneously both easily rendered exactly as a proper tree representation, and as close as possible to the original data. In this way, the proto representation is gently massaged towards “proper” representability. (See the appendix for a schematic example.) While one would not expect any overly literal analogue of this in people’s heads, it is a kind of existence proof, an example of a method that somehow more directly creates proper structure from proto-structure, instead of progress being constrained only to move through a space of proper-structures. Such mechanisms might be responsible not only for the initial emergence of a “proper” representation from proto-representations but also for larger jumps in the poset that correspond to the more dazzling reconfigurations during the most insightful sensemaking. It terms of the example above, an increasing misfit of a current proper representation with the proto-representations (e.g., as a result of new data being examined) could



A rather different type of proto-representation would be a collection of not-necessarily-compatible fragments of proper-representations. The difficult sensemaking work would involve searching for a most-compatible merging of fragments to form a unifying proper-representation. The notion of proto-representation, central to our second partial-model, is meant to capture several things. For one, we believe that early SM activity involves accumulating proto-representation, which is then used to make initial forays into proper-representations (including, for example, choice of representational type, and then of initial representational instance within that type). Since protorepresentations are less parsimonious and less structured, they may not be easily or efficiently articulated. This may often result in a kind of incubation phenomenon where the early activity of a sensemaker may make important progress on proto-representation, yet that progress may not be easily articulated, or, say encapsulated and handed off to a second sensemaker, the way a proper representation might. (Nikhil
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provoke a move away from plodding through the incremental refinement process of the poset-trajectory partial-model, back into the less constrained optimization process. The penalties on misfit to the constraining inequalities would be relaxed for a while, then slowly reasserted. The result would be a trajectory that would be smooth in the larger optimization space, but discontinuous in the highly constrained poset of proper representations.



information that would discriminate the options at hand (not all the possible information that may be useful anywhere in the poset). Many more issues deserve consideration. One is the role of pre-existing representations (e.g., knowledge) that the user has of the relevant world. One can think of sensemaking as a process of trying to build representations that adequately satisfy “sensibility constraints”. These constraints are numerous and varied. They include the internal constraints on a well-formed representation, but they also include constraints coming from knowledge of the world. For example, in the proximity analysis example above, a sensemaker presumably relies on previous knowledge of the world to identify the current objects being examined and assess their features. This constrains their assessment of similarities accordingly. (This presumably was going on during the early clustering of Azerbaijan newswire stories in [4].) Ultimately we must understand the relationship between this larger web of constraints and the more modest partial models here that only invoke crisply defined semilattices and proto-representations. Another issue is that the notion of proto-representations threatens an infinite regress – are there proto-proto-representations, etc.? The answer here might well be a guarded “yes”: a regress, but not an infinite one. The regress might exactly reconstruct the “knowledge” hierarchy. If we take the goal of sensemaking as the achievement of understanding, then the lower layers of knowledge, information, data (and from there to the world) must all play a role, using existing and creating new structures as needed.



DISCUSSION



The first partial model captures small incremental representational change, particularly that which involves local refinement, while the second captures issues of goodness of fit, and perhaps some of the larger changes found in the special phases of initial organization and radical reorganization. We believe that there is different computational complexity, both in terms of computation and data access, inherent in the activities captured in these two partial models. In the incremental phases, the representational work can be divided up and done in a loosely coupled way. Thus, for example, a single sensemaker in the incremental phase can stop more easily along the way, with less state to lose. However, the inherent computational complexity of phases involving globally finding good proper-representations that are compatible with proto-representations is such that only tightly coupled computational systems can do the work. This may explain the common finding (or at least lore) that early stages of representational organization (or later re-organization), is best done by a single individual or a small tightly interacting group. Efforts to do so by a larger group, if possible at all, would require special external mechanisms to coordinate the complicated computation and data handling of the constraint satisfaction process.
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There is a construal of the first partial-model in terms of the second. In the degenerate tree at the top of the semi-lattice of Figure 1, A and B not being grouped together was not asserting that they do no belong together; it was simply not yet asserting that they do. That is, an undifferentiated representation was actually taken, not as an accurate model of an undifferentiated world, but as an incomplete model of a differentiated world. In this latter sense an undifferentiated model is a proto-representation, compatible with any of its possible refinements. But, while protorepresentations might have been implicit in the first partialmodel, the second partial-model was needed to highlight more general possible relationships between different types of proto-representations and proper-representations.
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We assume that, for resource considerations, the space and its evaluation function are probably constructed in a heuristic and “lazy” fashion – with work done only where and when needed. For example, only neighbors of the current position in the poset might be considered, and an ad hoc evaluation function comparing them created. The ad hoc nature of the process may be what dictates information seeking – sensemakers would particularly need to seek
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Figure A1. Proto-Representation Mediating the Creation of the “Proper” Representation. Shown schematically here for a Domain of three objects. In this case, the Proto-Representation is a proximity matrix (a similarity or distance matrix). Since the matrix is symmetric and has zeros on the diagonal, only the lower triangle (outlined in red) will be shown in later figures. follows: Imagine the edges of the isosceles triangle are made of wires of fixed lengths. By pinching them together at the appropriate points, the interior of the triangle can squeezed out, leaving a long-tailed inverted Y shape connecting the original corners. If the original triangle were not isosceles, the pinching would not work – the longest side would bulge out. The inverted Y can then be bent approximately in the middle, to create the familiar rooted, hierarchical tree. Distances walking along the wires of this tree are of course the same as those of the original triangle. If there are many more objects, all the triangles will be interlocking, as will the corresponding three-point subtrees, but there is a theorem that guarantees the equivalence between the UMI for all triples and compatibility with a unique overall tree structure.



APPENDIX: FROM PROTO-REPRESENTATION TO PROPER-REPRESENTATION BY PENALTY FUNCTION – A SCHEMATIC EXAMPLE



The main body of the paper used the example of a proximity matrix as a kind of proto representation for ultimately building a hierarchical tree structure (Figure A1). It was also noted that one of the ways to fit tree structures to proximity data is via a penalty function approach (e.g., [1], [2]). We go through that process in more detail in this appendix. In the penalty function approach, the constraints of treestructured-ness are slowly asserted on the protorepresentation. It has been shown that distances (e.g., in the proximity matrix) are compatible with a hierarchical tree if and only if, for all triples of objects in the tree, the three corresponding inter-point distances obey the Ultrametric Inequality: Dij ≤ max( Dik, Dkj )



In the penalty function approach to creating a suitable tree for a given proximity matrix, violations of these inequalities in the distance matrix are penalized in the optimization process. If for some triple there is a violation of the UMI, so that the left-hand side of the inequality is larger than the right, then the size of this violation is weighed into the optimization process by gently adjusting the offending entries in the matrix in a direction that reduces the



[UMI]



Though it may not be immediately obvious, this constraint is equivalent to requiring that all "triangles" be isosceles with the longest legs equal. Figure A2 illustrates this correspondence by showing how a single long-leg-isosceles



Figure A2. An Isosceles Triangle becomes a Small Hierarchical Tree. triangle can be transformed into a simple rooted tree as



violations, i.e., by making the two longest sides of the 6
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Figure A3. Tree Fitting by Penalty Function for a Simple Three-Point Example. offending triangle slightly more equal to one another. (This means the new matrix is not identical to the original data. The weight of that mis-fit is balanced against the weight of the penalty in the optimization process, with the penalty component eventually dominating so that ultimately all constraints are satisfied.)



corresponds to the fact that the space of protorepresentations (matrices) is much larger than the subsequent space of proper representations (trees). This disparity can also be seen in that in the final matrix there are fewer distinct numbers than in the original. In the main body of the paper, Figures 1 and 2 showed the semi-lattice of trees on four-points, so we show the fourpoint case here as well, in Figure A4. Again the protorepresentation (the proximity matrix) is made successively more compatible with a tree by incrementally adjusting all triangles to be more long-leg-isosceles. The visualization in the 4-point case must go to 3 dimensions, and the final



The adjustments to the matrix are shown in Figure A3, and visualized here by rendering as a changing triangle that gradually becomes more isosceles. This visualization is easy for the three-point case, but in general it would take an n-1 dimensional picture to show the changing n-point distance matrix. The high dimensionality involved directly



Figure A4. Tree Fitting by Penalty Function for a Four-Point Example.
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Figure A5. Penalty Function Trajectory in the Larger Space of Proto-Representations Finally Lands in the More Restricted Space of Trees.



structure is a kind of tetrahedron with four of its edges identical. Note again that in the final matrix, there are many fewer distinct numbers than in the original, indicating the reducing effect of satisfying all the constraints.



presumably never exists in the brain, a more plausible story might go as follows. In the process of inspection during early sensemaking, objects and their features are primed or activated cognitively in the sensemaker’s head. The resulting patterns of association strengths may be functionally equivalent to the proximity matrix, and therefore form a kind of distributed, diffuse protorepresentation. (One that would be very hard to hand off to another person, needless to say.) If, after a lot of such inspection, a pattern “just starts to emerge”, it could be that some sort of more global, gradual process is at work, perhaps variously re-emphasizing different features of different objects (thereby adjusting the virtual proximity matrix), trying to make the associative structure more compatible with some simpler model. If it succeeds, the result would be one of those large, inspired, almost magical leaps directly to a sweet spot in the proper-representation space.



The issue here is the contrast between this way of creating a proper representation and the incremental refinement trajectory in the semi-lattice of proper-representations, shown in Figure 1 in the body of this paper. Here, instead of staying in the constrained space of the lattice, the work takes place in a much larger space and gradually converges onto a subspace that contains only “proper” representations. In this example, shown schematically in Figure A5, the penalty function trajectory moves through larger space of matrices to land eventually in the restricted space of trees. It is worth repeating that certainly no such crisp mathematical process goes on in people’s heads the way it can in a computer – this example is only meant to be suggestive. While a full explicit proximity matrix
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